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The Rayleigh capillary instability of a cylindrical interface between two immiscible fluids is one of
the most fundamental in fluid dynamics. As Plateau observed from energetic considerations and
Rayleigh clarified through hydrodynamics, such an interface is linearly unstable to fission due to
surface tension. In traditional descriptions of this instability it occurs everywhere along the cylinder
at once, triggered by infinitesimal perturbations. Here we explore in detail a recently conjectured
alternate scenario for this instability: front propagation. Using boundary integral techniques for
Stokes flow, we provide numerical evidence that theviscousRayleigh instability can indeed spread
behind a front moving at constant velocity, in some cases leading to a periodic sequence of pinching
events. These basic results are in quantitative agreement with the marginal stability criterion, yet
there are important qualitative differences associated with the discontinuous nature of droplet
fission. A number of experiments immediately suggest themselves in light of these results. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~98!00504-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Bar-Ziv and Moses discovered the ‘‘pearli
instability’’ of lipid bilayer membrane tubes, in which th
application of laser tweezers to the membrane induces a
riodic modulation in the radius.1 Theoretical explanations2

for this behavior invoke a tension created in the membr
by the laser tweezers. Were this an interface between
immiscible fluids, such tension would induce capilla
breakup of the cylinder into droplets via the Raylei
instability.3 In the pearling phenomenon however, breakup
prevented by the membrane bending elasticity. A more st
ing difference is that the pearling instability propagates—
modulated state is observed to invade the uniform cylindr
region at a constant velocity. This propagation is totally u
like traditional descriptions of the Rayleigh instability,4 in
which each sinusoidal perturbation grows uniformly alo
the length of the tube. Note that this propagation canno
described by a superposition of traveling waves moving
the front velocity, since the regions a few wavelengths ah
and behind the moving front are stationary.

In a previous publication,5 we conjectured that the vis
cous Rayleigh instability can propagate as well. Propaga
fronts in which a new stable state invades an unstable re
are a common feature of overdamped systems,6 arising in

a!Present address: Adapco, 60 Broadhollow Rd., Melville, NY 11747.
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such diverse situations as reaction-diffusion systems, d
dritic growth, and, more recently, type-I superconductor7

These previously well-studied examples all display acon-
tinuousevolution, in contrast to the discontinuous evolutio
associated with drop fission. Below we show by numeri
methods that despite this fundamental difference, the R
leigh instability of a cylindrical interface can indeed prop
gate. Furthermore, the coarse features of this behavior ca
described by themarginal stability criterion~MSC!, an ana-
lytical method which has found wide applicability in the sim
pler situations mentioned above.8

The discontinuous evolution associated with rupture
the thread can have significant implications for the poss
existence of a propagating front. As a droplet pinches
from the main body, the two tips of the broken neck rece
from the pinching point; if the retracting end overtakes t
front, propagation will be spoiled. Experiments on t
breakup and relaxation of elongated drops suspended i
outer fluid9 reveal that this competition depends on the re
tive viscosity of the two fluids. When the drop viscosityh2

is much smaller than the outer viscosityh1, the drop breaks
before its ends have time to retract; in the other extreme,
ends retract significantly before breaking off~for long
enough drops!. We shall see below that when the viscos
ratio l5h2/h1 is such that retraction is slow on the tim
scale for breakup, there is a propagating front moving w
constant velocity~Fig. 1!. No analytical solution is known
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1053Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Powers et al.
for the complex shape evolution shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, t
is the case in most examples of front propagation, wh
however, the MSC nearly always provides correct pred
tions for the front speed. In our studies of drop break
below we find that the front speed is rather accurately gi
by the linear MSC, a remarkable result in light of th
strongly nonlinear, singular shape evolution behind
front.10 In addition to the front velocity, we compute the tim
between primary pinching events in the breakup of the c
inder using the MSC quantities and find good agreem
with the numerical calculations.

II. DROP EVOLUTION

We look for the propagation of the Rayleigh instabili
in a numerical simulation of a long, axisymmetric, appro
mately cylindrical drop, initially stationary and with hem
spherical caps on the ends. The axis of the cylinder defi
the x-direction, so that the shape is given by the surface
revolution generated by the radiusR(x). We work in the
overdamped limit in which the inertial terms of the Navie
Stokes equations may be neglected. Therefore, the outer
inner fluids with velocitiesu6 and pressuresp6 are de-
scribed by the Stokes equations and the constraint of inc
pressibility

h6¹2u65“p6, “•u650. ~1!

Propagation in the inertial regime is complicated by the pr
ence of dispersive capillary waves, and we leave this c
and the case of net flow~like a jet! for future work. The
boundary conditions at the interfaceS are continuity of fluid
velocity u1uS5u2uS , continuity of tangential stress, and th
jump in normal stress:

ni~s i j
12s i j

2!uS522gHnj , ~2!

wheren is the outward surface normal,H is the mean cur-
vature,g is the ~constant! interfacial tension, and the stres
tensors ares i j

65h6(¹ iuj
61¹ jui

6)2p6d i j . For an axisym-
metric shape with radiusR(x), and with Rx[]R/]x,
the mean curvature is H5(Rxx/2)(11Rx

2)23/2

2(2R)21(11Rx
2)21/2. The only important material param

eters are therefore the surface tensiong and the viscosities
h1 andh2.

FIG. 1. Sequence of drop shapes for viscosity ratiol50.05 at
tn56.67nh1R0 /g; n51,2,3,. . . ,15 from top to bottom. To illustrate the
complete evolution, we have drawn the daughter droplets~but not the sat-
ellite droplets!. However, the evolution of each connected component w
computed independently of the others.
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Note that~2! gives rise to theabsolute~rather than con-
vective! instability of a stationary cylindrical interface
When the fluid velocity is zero, the pressure jump across
interface isDp52gH. Consider an axisymmetric perturba
tion in which the radius is slightly pinched to form a neck.
the disturbance is of sufficiently long wavelength, the ma
nitude of the curvature is increased, thus raising the pres
in the neck. Fluid is therefore forced out of the pinched
gion, leading to growth of the perturbation.

The challenging numerical task of solving the thre
dimensional Stokes equations is greatly simplified by
boundary integral technique, in which~1! and ~2! are recast
as an integral equation for quantities on the interface.11 This
approach removes one spatial dimension from the probl
leading to

~11l!

2
uj~y!

5
g

4ph1E
S
H~x!ni~x!Ji j ~x,y!dS~x!

1
~12l!

4p
P .V .E

S
ui~x!nk~x!Ki jk~x,y!dS~x!, ~3!

wherey is a point on the interfaceS, u~y! is the velocity of
the interface aty, P .V . denotes the principal value, and th
kernelsJi j andKi jk are Green’s functions.12

Axisymmetry reduces our problem to an integral equ
tion with one space and one time dimension. This equatio
solved numerically by standard adaptive-grid techniques13 to
yield the interfacial velocities, and so the drop shape, a
function of time. This procedure can describe the continu
motion of the interface only; to describe the breakup of
interface we simply demand that pinching occurs whene
the radiusR(x)<0.005R0 , whereR0 is the initial cylinder
radius. Although somewhat arbitrary, we expect this cho
for the cutoff leads to little error in the gross evolution sin
further decreases in the neck radius occur rapidly owing
the large velocity and curvature gradients near the pi
point. Furthermore, the size of the region in which the
quantities grow large is small.14 In any case, these same fa
tors make it difficult to do numerical calculations when t
neck approaches rupture. Once a droplet has pinched off
neglect it in further calculations, since experience has sho
the the evolution of the droplet that pinches off has lit
effect on the evolution of the main drop.15

Our findings for the shape evolution are in qualitati
accord with previous investigations.9 At higher values ofl,
i.e. aroundl510, the evolution is dominated by retractio
As an example, Fig. 2 shows that thel510 drop simply
retracts and shows no sign of developing a neck in the t
it takes thel50.1 drop to break a few times. Figure 3 show
a magnified view of the evolution of these droplets. Note t
at a given time the radiusR(x) of the l510 drop grows
monotonically inx to its maximum value, but the radius fo
l50.1 is modulated; these undulations are the seeds of
capillary instability.

When the outer viscosity is not too small, we can es
mate the retraction speed by assuming the bulge on the

s
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1054 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Powers et al.
end is spherical and balancing tension with drag.5 This leads
to a velocity that scales likeg/h1, since the drag on a liquid
sphere suspended in another fluid is controlled by the o
viscosity.16 This estimate only accounts for the dissipati
due to the flows in the two fluids induced by pulling a sphe
cal interface through the outer fluid; it disregards the con
bution due to shape change, which become comparable w
l>1. Indeed, when there is no outer fluid all the dissipat
takes place inside the retracting end. Our estimate is l
more than dimensional analysis. Nevertheless, it is borne
by the simulations: if we take the retraction velocity to be t
speed of the maximum ofR(x) nearest the end of the dro
~Fig. 4!, we find retraction velocities that range fro
0.2g/h1 at l50.005 to 0.1g/h1 for l510.

The front region connects the uniform cylinder, whic
has not yet undergone the Rayleigh instability, to the gro
ing bulge, which eventually pinches off~Fig. 4!. We extract
the front from the sequence of drop shapes by choosing
each shape a window with one edge such thatR(x) is within
numerical accuracy of the unperturbed radiusR0 , and the
other edge withuR(x)2R0u/R0 reaching a small valuea*
~typically 0.1–0.15!. The drop radius in this window is fit17

with an exponential envelope times a sinusoidal function
the form R(x)5a11a2 exp(2qnum9 x)cos(qnum8 x2a3). We
find that the fit parametersa1 , a2 , a3 , qnum8 , qnum9 do not
change with small changes in the choice of fitting window
small changes in the initial shape of the ends of the drop.
front speed is the velocity of the pointxf(t) for which the
envelope functiona2 exp(2qnum9 xf(t))5a* .

FIG. 2. Numerical results. Propagation of the Rayleigh instability
l50.1 ~left!. Retraction-dominated dynamics forl510 ~right!.
tn56.67nh1R0 /g, wheren51,2,3,. . . ,10 labels the shapes from the top

FIG. 3. Enlarged view of the droplet ends of Fig. 2 forl50.1 andl510.
tn5(37.513n)h1R0 /g, wheren51,2, . . . ,6labels the shapes.
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Turning now to the analysis of the fronts, we find
smoothly moving front for a range of viscosity ratios, fro
l50.005 tol51.0. For example, the top graph in Fig.
shows the front position as a function of time forl50.05.
At low values ofl, aroundl50.005, the ends do not retrac
much before the drop pinches~Fig. 2!. This is the ‘‘end-
pinching’’ behavior described in Ref. 9: the daughter dro
lets pinch off one at a time in a periodic fashion at the en
of the main drop.18 Despite the discrete nature of the
events, there is a front moving smoothly at constant veloc

FIG. 4. A snapshot of the end of the main drop forl50.05, in which the
aspect ratio has been distorted to show the front more clearly. The cent
the drop is atx50. The darkened line is the front region; the inset is
magnified view of this region~solid line! and a fit to the front~dotted line!.
The retraction speed is taken to be the velocity of the maximum mar
with a plus sign.

FIG. 5. Top: results of boundary integral calculations and fitting routine
front position vs time. Bottom: comparison of prediction of MSC and resu
of boundary integral method for the initial front wavenumberq8 and front
width q9. Both plots are forl50.05. The simulation begins att50; by
tg/(h1R0)520 transients from the initial shape have died out.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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We therefore interpret this end-pinching at low viscosity
tio as a front of the Rayleigh instability.

As l increases, retraction becomes more apparent in
time it takes the droplets to break off. Whenl reaches a
value at which the retraction speed becomes comparab
the speed at which the pinches are spreading~aroundl51!,
we find that the drop evolution can not be described a
smoothly moving front. The details of this process are co
plicated. Forl'0.2, the periodic behavior of the breaku
ceases. The droplets that pinch off are not of uniform s
and do not pinch off at a constant rate. Nevertheless, we
still able to fit the advancing profile to a front movin
smoothly with constant velocity. Whenl.1.0, this
smoothly propagating front behavior is lost. Around th
value of l we also observe necks that start to form at o
point but then heal, leading to breakup at a different po
along the drop. This behavior is reminiscent of that seen
the experiments of Tjahjadiet al., who observed that a dro
stretched to a cylindrical shape just beyond the critical asp
ratio for breakup doesnot break.19 Instead, two necks form
and then disappear, and the elongated drop retracts
sphere without breaking. We can offer no explanation of t
behavior, and merely note that when retraction is faster t
the pinching process, there is no reason to expect the sim
picture of the Rayleigh instability outlined in the last secti
to apply.

III. FRONT VELOCITY AND MSC

For completeness, we review first the basic facts of
marginal stability criterion. In the leading edge of the fro
the amplitudeh(x,t)[R(x,t)2R0 is small and can be rep
resented as a linear combination of Fourier modes each
ing the form h(x,t)}Re$exp(v(q)t1iqx)%, in which v(q),
possibly complex, is the linear growth rate, and the real
imaginary parts of the wavevectorq describe the periodicity
and sharpness of the mode, respectively. The velocity of
exponential envelope of any mode isvq5Rev/Im q. The
MSC selects a unique modeq* 5qmsc8 1 iqmsc9 ~and hence ve-
locity vmsc! by the condition that the envelopes of mod
nearby inq neither outrun nor fall behind that ofq* . This
condition provides two additional relationships betweenvmsc

andq* , leading to the conditions8,20

vmsc5
Re v*

Im q*
, Re

]v

]qU
q*

50, vmsc52Im
]v

]qU
q*

. ~4!

A rigorous proof of the validity of this approach is know
only for the Fisher–Kolmogorov equation,21 ht5hxx1h
2h3, for which it can be shown that sufficiently localize
initial conditions will evolve into a front moving at a uniqu
speed22 v5vmsc. Many partial differential equations hav
been shown to be correctly described by this principle or
nonlinear variants,8 even when no analytic front solution i
known. There is, however, no general criterion to determ
when the MSC is applicable, and thus the question of
validity in this new setting of discontinuous evolution is
interest.

The MSC quantities depend only on the growth ratev,
which is known from Tomotika’s generalization23 of Ray-
Downloaded 16 Sep 2004 to 130.237.224.68. Redistribution subject to AI
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leigh’s result to the two-fluid problem. For a cylinder o
radiusR0 , v is a function of wave vectorq and viscosity
ratio l in the form v(q,l)5(g/R0h1)L(q,l)(12q2R0

2).
The dynamical factorL(q,l), too lengthy to quote here
accounts for viscous dissipation, and the factorg(12q2R0

2)
is associated with the Young–Laplace force due to an a
symmetric constant-volume distortion of wave numberq.
Inserting this growth rate into the MSC equations~4! yields
the front velocity as a function of viscosity ratio, which wa
previously derived in Ref. 5. Figure 6 compares this pred
tion with our present numerical calculations.

Since the growth rate for the Rayleigh instability do
not contain the physical process of retraction, we expect
MSC velocity to depart from the true front speed when t
front and retraction speeds are comparable. This may be
source of disagreement between the MSC and the nume
simulations forl>0.5. Asl is increased beyond this value
retraction becomes more important until finally the simp
picture of a propagating Rayleigh instability becomes
valid. As the lower values of viscosity ratio are approach
the boundary integral method eventually fails to conse
volume.24 In Fig. 6 we only show data for runs in which th
volume changed slightly~by no more than a few percent! if
at all; nevertheless, since it is difficult assess the impac
these errors on the front velocity, we cannot say if this is
source of disagreement between the MSC and the nume
calculations forl,0.01.25

While the front position advances smoothly in acco
with the MSC picture, the behavior of the front shape e
coded in the wave numberqnum8 and the inverse front width
qnum9 is more complicated. We find that these quantities
not constant but rather oscillate with approximately the
riod of pinching; however, they are always near the MS
values. Moreover, the fitted values forqnum8 ,qnum9 did not
depend on the choice of fitting window, so it is the actu
front shape that is oscillating. One example is shown in
bottom graph of Fig. 5. We conclude that the MSC captu

FIG. 6. Front velocityv5vmsc vs l. The circles are the results of th
numerical calculations, the line is the prediction of the MSC from Ref.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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the gross features of the front shape but not the fine struc
Given that we find the breakup process to be periodic

the viscosity rangel50.005– 0.1, it is natural to ask if th
MSC can predict the timetpinch between primary pinching
events, once the transients due to the initial shape s
down. A plausible but naive starting point is to use the sho
est characteristic growth time,tpinch5v(qmax)

21, whereqmax

is the wave number of the fastest growing mode calcula
from linear stability theory. However, it is well known tha
the fastest growing mode is not selected when the MSC
applicable. In the standard MSC treatment, there are in
two selected wave numbers:qmsc8 , the selected wave numbe
in the leading edge of the front, and q0
g

h

ob
ta

C
.
d
’s

xia

te
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5Im(v(q* )1iq*vmsc)/vmsc, the selected wave number in th
saturatedpattern.8 Thus another candidate for the pinchin
time is tpinch52p/(q0vmsc). However, as we pointed out in
Ref. 5, we do not expectq0 to be relevant to the Rayleigh
problem since the saturated pattern has not continuo
evolved from the leading edge of the front. Therefore
expect the appropriate wavelength to be 2p/qmsc8 . In Fig. 7
we show that the numerical simulations clearly favor t
relation tpinch52p/(qmsc8 vmsc).

The behavior of the MSC quantities for smalll can be
seen analytically by examining the growth rate in the limit
small wave number:23,5
v~q,l!;
g

2R0h1

~qR0!2@12l~214C!24l log~qR0/2!#

8l2~qR0!2~l21!@113l~214C!112l log~qR0/2!#
, ~5!
the

r-

en
t is
will

of
im-

is

for
where C'0.577 is Euler’s constant. Assumin
l log(qR0)!1, ~5! simplifies to

v~q,l!;
g

2R0h1

~qR0!2

8l1~qR0!2 . ~6!

Dominant balance of the MSC equations~4! implies
qR5O(l1/2), vmsc5O(l21/2); assuming these scalings wit
~4! and ~6!, we find

qmsc8 R0;2.26l1/2, qmsc9 R0;2.95l1/2,
~7!

vmsch
1/g;0.139l21/2

~the scalings are found analytically, the prefactors were
tained by solving numerically the resulting transcenden
equations!. Note that our neglect ofl log(qR0) is consistent
with these scalings. For small enoughl, these quantities
agree well with the results of numerically solving the MS
equations with the the full form of Tomotika’s growth rate

These results~7! are different from the scalings expecte
from the traditional linearized analysis. Using Tomotika
growth rate we have determined~numerically! as a function
of l the wave numberqmax corresponding to the maximum
growth rate, and have foundqmax5O(l1/4) for l!1. Indeed,
this behavior can be seen analytically by retaining the a
curvature in~6! and approximating the growth rate by

v~q,l!;
g

2R0h1 ~12q2R0
2!

~qR0!2

8l1~qR0!2 , ~8!

which has a fastest-growing mode scaling likel1/4. More-
over, to find the scaling of the fluid velocity, we can compu
the flow profile in the linear approximation forh
}exp(vt1iqz) in the smallq ~lubrication! limit. We find

w2~r ,z!52
2i

qR0
S 12

r 2

R0
2D h

R0

g

h1 , ~9!

u2~r ,z!5S r 3

R0
3 2

2r

R0
D h

2R0

g

h1 , ~10!
-
l

l

wherew is the axial velocity andu is the radial velocity. The
flow velocity along the centerlinew2(r 50,z) scales as 1/q
for small q, so for q5qmax, w25O(l21/4). Note that the
scalings of the MSC velocity and wave number obey
same relation,vmscqmsc8 5O(1). Unfortunately, we were not
able to extend the simulations to small enoughl to verify
these asymptotic relations.

Finally, we remark about the implications of the dive
gence in velocity and wavelength asl→0. It is certainly true
that finite-size effects can cut off the growing velocity wh
the drop size is comparable to the scale of the fluid flow. I
also true that the zero-Reynolds-number approximation
break down for sufficiently smalll. In particular, imagine
decreasing the inner viscosity while holding the properties
the outer fluid fixed. To estimate when inertia becomes

FIG. 7. Various predictions for the primary pinch time. Solid line
2p/(qmsc8 vmsc), dotted line is 2p/(q0vmsc), and the dashed line is
1/v(qmax). The circles are from the simulation. The breakup is aperiodic
l>0.2, leading to a distribution of droplet sizes.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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portant, consider the inner Reynolds number
Re5ruu•¹uu/(h2u¹2uu), where r is the density of the
~neutrally buoyant! inner fluid. Using~10! and takingh'R0 ,
we find uu•¹uu'qw, and u¹2uu'w/R0

2, or Re
'rR0g/(h1h2)5rR0g/(h12l). Thus, whenl is greater
than approximatelygR0r/(h12), the inner Reynolds num
ber will be approximately unity and the Stokes equations w
be invalid.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, we have shown that the breakup of el
gated drops can proceed via front propagation for the visc
ity ratios in the rangel50.005– 1.0. Remarkably, despi
the complex nature of the discontinuous dynamics, the m
ginal stability criterion gives a good description of the gro
quantitative features of the shape evolution, such as the f
velocity and shape, and the pinch-off time. There are m
experimental systems which could be used to test our res
The most natural candidate is the four-roll mill, in which
planar hyperbolic flow stretches a spherical drop into a lo
thread.9 When this flow ceases, the relaxation or breakup
the thread can be studied. Other possibilities are capil
bridges stabilized by electric or magnetic fields26 or very
viscous jets. Experimental confirmation of our picture
propagating topological transitions would be an import
contribution to the understanding of interface motion in flu
dynamics.
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